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PHYSICAL REVIEW B

I. DIVACANCY PROPERTIES

The divacancy V2 rn irradiated silicon has been
extensively investigated by electron paramagnetic
resonance rt-n infrared absorption, 5-10 and photo-
conductivity. 10-13 From the EPR experiments it
\ryas deduced that there are four equivalent atomic
orientations for the divacancyr corresponding to
the four (111) nearest-neighbor vacancy-vacancy
directions in the silicon lattice, Each of these
exists in one of three different electronic configura-
tions, which are linked with small Jahn-Teller
distortions of the lattice surrounding the divacancy.
The defect has the symmetry of the point group
2/m(C zo). A moCel of the divacancy consistent with
the results of EPR studies is shown in Fig. 1. One-
electron molecular-orbital wave functions, obtained
by linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO),
and the corresponding energy levels are given in
Fig . 2. The divacancy is a paramagnetic center
for both the singly positively and the singly nega-
tively charged states. The former state occurs
for a Fermi level below ^8, + 0. 25 eV. In this charge
state there is only one electron in the b +b'
-Àr@*d+a'+d' ) bonding orbital. The correspond-
ing EPR spectrum is nameds G6.
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Three optical absorption bands in the infrared,
at 1. 8, 3. 3, and 3. I p, respectively, have been
attributed to the divacancy. ? This correlation is
mainly based on the explanation by the divacancy
model of the response of these bands to uniurial
stress, and on the annealing properties. The ab-
sorption bands are only observable for restricted
ranges of the Fermi level within the gap, i. ê., for
certain charge states of the divacancy. From these
arguments Cheng et al. 7 originally concluded that
the 3. 3- 1r band arises from Vr'-, the 3. 9- pr band
from Vz*, and the 1. 8-p band from Vz*, Vro, and
V2-. The allowed electric dipole transitions are
indicated in the LCAO energy-level scheme depicted
in Fig . 2. For all three bands the transition dipole
moments were deduced to lie in the XY plane. ïhe
1. 8-p band was tentatively identified as the tran-
sition labeled e. In subsequent work Cheng and

Vajdae used polarized, tight and observed a light-
induced dichroism of the 1.8- and 3.3-p bands.
The kinetics of the recovery \ryere sfudied for each
band and it was found that neither could be directly
correlated with the Jahn- Teller reorientation
kinetics previously sfudied in uniurial stress studies
for the EPR observable states V2* and V2-. Although
this remains consistent with the identification of
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An EPR study was made of the divacancy in silicon, produced by 1.5-MeV electnon irradia-
tion at room temperature, under illumination with polarized light. A light-induced alignment
of divacancies among the various Jahn-Teller distortion directions in the lattice is obsenred
for the singly positively charged state, as monitored dinectly in the corresponding EPR Bpec-
trum. Optical bands at 1.8 and 3.9 p, which have been previously correlated with the posi-
tlve divacancy, are found to have no alignment effect. Instead a band at - 2.15 tr, not previously
reported, is found to have the maximum alignment efÍiciency. The transitton-dipole-moment
direction for this band is determined with respect to the defect a:<es.
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FIG. 1. Model of the divacancy, showing the crystallo-
graphic axes and the XYZ coordinate system of the de-
fect. F is the transition dipole moment. fr denotes the
magnetic field direcbion as varied in the EPR experiments.
Ë ir the direction of the electrÍc fieldvectorof thepolarized
Iight.

the 3. 3- p band $/ith Vr'-, this forced Cheng and

Vajda to conclude that the 1. 8-1r band arises only
from Vro. No effect of iltumination with polarized,
tight was observed at all for the 3,9-p band.

Acfually, then, no direct correlation exists be-
tween the optical properties attributed to the di-
vacancy and the particular charge states observable
in EPR: The 3. 3- p and 1. 8- p bands are presenily
assigned to the nonobservable EPR states Vro and
Vro. The 3. g-trr band, although assigned to Vz*,
has not been correlated via its low-temperature
reorientation kinetics to the EPR because it shows
no optically induced dichroism. A direct correla-
tion is highly desirable since these absorption
bands, or the associated photoconductivity, are
often assumed to be monitors of the divacancyJa-tz

In this paper, we describe an experiment to de-
termine the optical properties of the positively
charged divacancy Vz*. The effect of linearly po-
larized light is studied by detecting changes in its
EPR spectrum directly.

II. PRESENT EXPERMENT

A. Experimental Procedure

A vacuum-floating- zone p- t]rye silicon sample,
boron doped to a resistivity of 0. 3 C2 cffi, was ir-
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radiated at room temperafure by 1. 5-MeV elec-
trons. The total dose, divided equally on two op-
posite sides, was 1. OOx 1018 electrons/cmz. The
sample was sti[ low-resistivity p type after the
irradiation. This assures that divacancies are
present only in the positively charged state Vi,
which is observable in EPR. Complications due to
optical absorptions associated with other charge
states of the defect are avoided in this 'way. The
sample, epproximatety 20x 2 x 2 mm3 in size, was
mounted with its long dimension, the crystallograph-
ic [Ott] direction, along the uris of a cylindrical
TE011 cavity. Samples were illuminated on the
top-the (0I1) face-with polarized, and monochro-
matic light in the wavelength range L.2-3. 6 lt.
Most of the studies were in the range L.2-2.4 lL,

and for these the light was channeled to the speci-
men through a long quartz rod extending from a
small hole in the cavity top to outside the cryostat.
The Ugq! was linearly polarized with its electric
vector E in the (Oft) plane by passing through an
HR-2 Polaroid filter mounted on the end of the
quartz rod directly above the sample. By rotating
the rod, the electric vector Ë could be rotated in
the (Ott) plane. For sfudies beyond 2.4 lt, a ho'llow
polished stainless-steel light pipe was used with
no polarizer. Here the fact that light is inherently
polarized in the plane perpendicular to the propaga-
tion direction was utilized.

The monochromator was a Jarrell-Ash *-m in-
strument fitted with a z9ï-line/mm grating. With
input and exit slits of 5 and 11 mm respectively, the
resolution was - 0. 15 [1. For the studies at < 2.4 lt,
a 600-W tungsten source was used with quartz
optics. Beyond 2,4 p, the source was a globar
with mirror optics. Calibration of the intensity of
the light reaching the sample ïwas obtained with a
thermocouple detector placed at the exit of the
light pipes.

In the EPR sfudies, the static magnetic field Ë
was rotated in the (0t1) ptane. All measurements
were carried out at 20.4 K in a balanced bolometer
homodyne spectrometer operating at 14 GHz.
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FIG. 3. EPR spectrum of the positively charged di-
vacancy v; for fill [01Ll; (a) the spectmm before illumina-
tion, (b) uit"" illumination with polarized light, Ë tt [rOOJ,

)t=2.2 l-1, (c) after illumination with polarized light,
Ë |l to11J, À.=2"2 p,

B. Experimental Results

An illustration of the effect of illumination with
polarized tight of suitable wavelength on the di-
vacancy is given in Fig. 3. It is seen in this figure
that by iltuminating witn Ërr[tOO] light, the ampti-
fude of the low-field resonance has decreased,
whereas Ërr[0t11 tight strengthens this resonance.
The high-field resonance, on the other hand, be-
haves oppositively, with the middle resonance being
nearly unaffected by the light. Since each reso-
nance component corresponds to a different orien-
tation of the divacancy, it is apparent that partial
alignment of the defects is being produced via the
polarized light.

In order to analyze the alignment produced it is
first necessary to identify each component in the
EPR spectrum in terms of the specific defect
orientation f rom which it originates. For this, we
reproduce in Fig. 4 the spectrum variation vs
magnetic field orientation as given in Ref . 3. The
Iabels given in the figure identify the defect ori-
entation according to the following recipe, &s pre-
viously outlined in that reference: Ref erring to
Fig. 1, one of the vacancies is considered to be
Iocated at c' (the center of the unit cell of the fig-
ure). The first letter in the label denotes the po-
sition of the other vacancy, and the second letter
denotes the site (and its primed partner) that lies
in the horizontal reflection plane of the C2o defect.
(Ttre second letter and its primed partner therefore
denote the sites on which the unpaired electron or-
bital is primarily located. ) The defect orientation
in Fig. 1 therefore corresponds to orientation cb.

The effect of illumination on the EPR spectra
\r/as measured for H in the principal crystallograph-
ic directions [r oo1, [zt t ], [r t t ], and [or t ]. Re -
ferring to Fig . 4, it is apparent that from these
data one can deduce the effect of polarized light on
all of the divacancy orientations which can be sep-
arately seen in the EPR spectra, i. ê., on the or-
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ientations ad, da, ab +ac, ba + ca, bc +cb, bd +cd,
and db +dc. A systematic sfudy rwas made in this
manner of the dependence of the divacancy align-
ment on the wavelength À of the incident light. This
rwas done by measuring both the rate of divacancy
reorientation under the inÍluence of the light (which
should be proportional to the absorption coefficient
of any absorption band involved) and the sahration
value of the alignment after prolonged illumination.
Results are shown in Fig. 5. Below À= 1. 9 P the
time constant could not be measured because the
alignment was too small to be followed. We note
that no alignment at all is observed at À= 1.7 lt,
which is at the murimum of the 1. 8- p band at low
temperature. A few additional measurements were
made at longer wavelengths. For these, the align-
ment was first erased by illumination with light
?1. 5 trt. The rate of alignment growth was then
monitored with monochromatic light introduced
through the hollow stainless-steel light pipe as
described earlier. The inherent polatízatton of
the light perpendicular to its propagation direction
was sufficient to produee easily measurable align-
ment effects. The rate of alignrnent L/rI was
found to decrease continuously as the wavelength'
increased. At 3' 6 lJt within the 3. 9- p band, the

rate was so slow as to be undetectable (. 15Vc of. the
rate at 2,4 p).

Therefore, the absorption bands which have been
correlated with the divacancy, àt À = 1. 8 p and À

= 3. 9 lt, are not reproduced in the present experi-
ment. Instead a band at À - 2.I5 tt appears to be
observed. At the murimum of this nerw band the
angular dependence of the alignment effect was
studied. Figure 6 shows the variation of the popu-
Iation of the various divacancy orientations when
the direction of the electric field Ë of the polarized
light is varied in the (Ott) plane. In Fig. 6, and
throughout the paper, "unity" population for a
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FIG" 4. G6 EPR spectrum for the positively charged
divacan cy 6 vs orientation of the magnetic field È io ttte
(0Ï1) plane (from Ref . 3). The labels denote the defect
orientation (see text).
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FIG. 6. Population of the various divacancy orienta-
tions after illumination ïrith polarized light with f itr ttt"
(Oïr) plane, for a wavelength )r= 2. 15 Êr.
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FIG. 7 . Schematic of the model for reorientation within
the Jatrn-Teller triplet consisting of the divacancy orienta-
tions aó, crc t and ad.

ientation ij, are given by the quantity Mrf, which
is the square of the cosine of the angle between
the transition dipole moment Ë,j and the electric
field vector E of the polarized light,

M ttz = cosà(Ë, F;i).

The direction of the transition dipole moment with
respect to the ures of the particular divacancy or-
ientation is defined by the angle 0 in Fig. 1. E
is rotated in the (Oft ) plane, its angle \ryith respect
to the [tOO] crystatlographic direction being given
by 0. In the model it is assumed that deexcitation
occurs with equal probability to the ground state
of any member of the Jahn-Teller triplet to which
the original orientation belonged. Formulas for
the steady-state populations frod, etc., which can
be worked out straightforwardly on the basis of
this model, are

TLaa= SMroz Mo"'/(Motà Mo"'+ Mo"Z Moal * MoaZ Mooz),

with cyclic permutations of ab, ac, and ad for no,
and lrac. Here,

Mat= Mo"= (à JT cosg cos Q *àJZ stnl sin@

- ! cosg sin@),

Md=sin( o*Q).

Similar expressionsi hold for the other three Jahn-
Teller triple ts .

We find that the general features of the alignment
and its angular dependence can be accounted for
satisfactorilyby this model. The degree of alignment
observed, however, is always less than the model
predicts. We attribute this in large part to incom-
plete polarizatíon of the light resulting from diver-
gence of the beam direction, scattering within the
sample and on the cavity walls, etc.

A comparison between the experimental data as
given in Fig. 6 and the model shows that the tran-
sition dipole moment must be in.the XY plane of
the divacancy (Fig. 1). A best fit is obtained for
the angle

0 = +t5o t 5o.
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FIG. 5. (a) Saturation population and (b) alignment rate
L/rI (r is the time constant, / the light intensity) vs wave-
length À for the incident light polarized along [100] or
[011] for the group of divacancy orientatíons ad, da, bc,
and cb, &s monitored by the low-field resonance for
Ê [ lrool.

specific defect orientation corresponds to its nor-
mal equilibrium population, i. ê. , zeto alignment.

C. Analysis of Angular Dependence

To explain the reorientation mechanism the
following model is invoked. By absorbing a photon
the divacancy is excited into a higher electronic
state. The Jahn-Teller deformation corresponding
to this temporary electronic configuration may be
different from that in the ground state. Therefore
upon deexcitation there is a certain probability for
the divacancy to assume a ground state different
from the original one. Thus, absorption of a
photon by a divacancy may lead to loss of its initial
orientation. This effect will be dominated by those
divacancies which have the highest probability for
excitation, i. €., by those divacancies which have
their transition dipole moments closest to the elec-
tric field vector.

A model based on this mechanism, considering
only exchange between divacancies differing in their
Jahn-Teller distortions and keeping their vacancy-
vacancy il(es unchanged, is shown schematically
in Fig. 7. The excitation probabilities contain
angular-dependent parts which, for the defect or-
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This angle and its sign are determined unambigu-
ously directly from the amplihrdes of the ad and da
spectral components. For these specific defect
orientations, the XY plane is the (OIt ) plane in
which the Ë vector of the light is polari zed,. Their
angular dependence therefore reveals 0 directly.
In Fig. I the prediction of the model and the actual
experimental population of the da dívacancy orien-
tation is illustrated.

The angle 0 and the XY components of the transi-
tion dipole moment are related by the goniometric
expression tang = - (Ílyli) /<f lxli), with li) and lÍ>
representing the initial and final state before and
after the optical excitation, respectively. In terms
of the one-electron LCAO-level scheme (Fig. 2),
it appears that only the three transitions, labeled
Q., 9, and y, have the required XY-type transition
dipole moment and in addition connect an occupied
with an empty level. These, therefore, should be
considered for a possible identification with the
2. L5- Ir band. By substituting the relevant initial
and final LCAO rwave functions as shown in Fig. 2,

a rough estimate for the value of I for the three
transitions can be made. Ignoring overlap between
the orbitals on the different atom sites, we obtain

tanl = (3À2+Àr)/(el, - Àr) A for transition a

= (3À1 +\)/(3Àz - \r),/ 2 for transition Ê

= (1 - 6Àr \z)/$+ 2À, \r)g for transition 7.

A rough estimate, in furn, of the values of Àt and
À, can be obtained from ,lt', the percentage of the
EPR wave function at each atom site I neighboring
the divacancy, deduced from hyperfine interactions
and tabulated in Table I of Ref. 3. We take Àrz

=n oz/Tlu'- 0.06 from the G6 spectrum for Vi and
\r'=noz/nu'- 0.11 from the G? spectrum for V;,r'
Assuming À, and À, of the same sign, le the result is

0 = +65" for transition a

= + 45o for transition É

= +7o for transition y.

This clearly is a very rough estimate. We have
ignored the contribution of the more extended
parts of the wave functions. Also our treatment of
the localized parts clearly involves considerable
oversimplification, which may or may not be justi-
fied. However, with these reservations, this may
still serve as a guide as to what to expect. Positive
angles seem to be indicated in agreement with the
value 0 = + 15'* 5o determined for the 2,L5-p band.
The observed magnitude agrees somerwhat better
with transition 7, but this may not be signiÍicant.

III. DISCUSSION

For the observation of tight-induced divacancy
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FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the number of divacall-
cies in the orientation da. The solid line is calculated by
the model for 0 = + 15"; the dots represent the experimental
behavior, 7t= 2. L5' 1t.

reorientation several requirements have to be met.
If the reorientation model proposed in Sec. II is
a realistic one, then these requirements will in-
clude the f ollowing three.

(i) The transition probability for the excitation
should be different for the various divacancy orien-
tations. This is clearly so for the transitions be-
tween the localized molecular-orbital states visti-
alized in Fig . 2.

(ii) The Jahn-Teller deformation in the excited
state should be substantially different from that in
the ground state.

(iii) There should not be a rapid spontaneous re-
distribution of orientations in the ground state.
For the positively charged divacancy we know this
condition to be fulfilled, since the time constant for
thermally activated redistribution is as long as
2xt05 sec at T = 20.4 K. 3

No V| alignment due to polarízed light in the 1. 8-
p band was observed in this experiment, On the
other hand, from the results of Cheng and Vajda, e

we know that the defect giving rise to the 1.8-p
band is aligned by polarized 1. 8-p light. Our re-
sults therefore confirm directty that the 1. 8-p band
does not arise from the positively charged state
of the divacatrcy, as deduced by Cheng and Vajda.

No V| ahgnment rwas observed with potarized
light in the 3.9-tr band either. This is consistent
with the experimental observation of Cheng and
Vajdae that no dichroism is induced into the band
by pol afized light. This, in turn, means that if
the 3.g-tr,t band is associated with V;, one of the
three requirements above is not satisfied. We
know that a well-defined dipole-moment direction
exists for the 3.9-p band [condition (i)] from
sfudies involving stress-induced dichroism in both
absorption? and photoconductivity. 11'13 Therefore,
the failure would have to be in condition (ii). This
is, of course, possible, and is roughly equivalent
to the arguments given by Cheng and Vajda.

However, a serious question should be raised at
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this point as to whether the 3. 9- p band really is
associated with V{ at aII. Cheng and Vaida also
state that dichroism is not induced into the 3. 9-
p band by polarized light anywhere in the 1- 5- Ir
region. Our present results definitely establish
that light in a broad region around 2, L5 p achieves
significant alignment of V;. If the 3. 9-p band
also arises from V;, it should therefore display
dichroism when the defect is aligned with 2. L5-
p light. Perhaps, this could have been missed in
the experiments of Cheng and Vajda. In any event,
this represents a simple positive experiment that
could be performed which should ansïwer this im-
portant question directly.

The evidence that has been cited for identifica-
tion of the 3.9-tr,r band (as well as the 1.8- and

3. 3-l,t bands) with the divacancy is certainly sub-
stantial. However, it is instructive to point out
that, with only a few exceptions, 13 optical sfudies
on these bands have been done on samples that
have been irradiated either with very high-energy
electron (- 46 MeV) or with fast neutrons. EPR
sfudies, on the other hand, have been performed
mosUy on lower-energy-electron-irradiated ma-
terial. The possibiltiy cannot be ruled out that
some of these optical bands may be associated
with more complex defects which stilt bear a super-
ficial resemblance to the simple divacancy. One
minor point in this regard is the observation that
the 3. 3-, 1. 8-, and 3,9-Ír bands were deduced to
have? 0= - 15'. Here lwe have argued that a posi-
tive value is more to be expected for the divacancy,
as is observed for the 2.t5-p band.

Finally, let us ask if any evidence exists for a
band at 2. 15-Êt in optical sfudies. One possibility
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is in photoconductivity sfudies by Cheng, 13 He
reported a broad band in this region which displayed
different stress-induced dichroism from that of
the 3. 9-p band. From low-temperafure stress
studies he tentatively concluded that the defect had
(111) symmetry. Ttris is not consistent with the
identification as the divacancy, but perhaps the
symmetry determination could be in error. He
also observed no dichroism induced after 160 oC

stress which should have produced vacancy-vacancy
alignment. Superficially this also argues against
identification with the divacancy. However, it is
interesting to note that for 0- +15" negligible
quenched-in dichroism should be observed for the
divacancy (see Fig. I7 of Ref . 7), for the degree
of vacancy-vacancy alignment in these experiments.

We have also observed alignment with polarized
tight for Vi, as monitored by the G7 EPR spectrum
at 14 K in neutron-irradiated n-true silicon. Here
the phenomena appear more complex and systemat-
ic studies have not as yet been made. Some of the

complexity here is probably associated with the
possible simultaneous presence of divacancies in
several charge states in the neutron-irradiated
sample. Work is being continued on this problem.
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Simple molecular arguments can be made to say that both
are positive. There are pitfalls, however, in such argu-
ments, particularly when embedded in a solid, ffid this
could be in errore
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